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website—please change your password
We have been contacted by the Police Cyber Crime
Unit to say that during a case they are investigating
they have come across evidence that the CRLA website
has been targeted. So far there is nothing to make me
believe that the security of the website has been

breached but for everyone’s safety could you all please
go into the website and change your password.
If you have any problem with this please let me know.
Thank you.
Ruth Clarke

membership payments
The CRLA database and website have been updated to
show payments received.
There are, however, an awful lot of members who do
not pay from a bank account with their name or quote
the appropriate CRLA membership number.
If you are one of those members you will find that your
details have not been updated and you will find your
access to the CRLA website is blocked and you will be
contacted with a request for payment.
Anyone thinking you have already paid but is receiving
reminders please contact Ruth Clarke with details of

the date you paid your membership fee together with
the full account name from which the payment was
sent.
Details of the account to which payment should have
been paid are on the invoice sent out two months prior
to the date on which your membership will expire. Can
you all please ensure that your payment is made to that
account in order to save the CRLA paying bank fees.
Thank you.
Ruth Clarke

deregulation act 2015
From October this year the provisions of the
Deregulation Act 2015 will apply to ALL existing
tenancies. These are
• Requirement to have given an EPC
• Requirement to have given a gas safety record
• Use of new section 21 notice (form 6A) The ‘old
Section 21 form will no longer be accepted in
Court
• Section 21 notice no longer needs to expire “after
last day of a period”
• Section 21 notice cannot be used from six months
after service
• Apportioned rent rules after service of section 21
notice i.e. working out how many days worth of

rent are owed in either direction from the day rent
usually due to the day tenant moves out.
• Retaliatory eviction provisions.
Failure to meet any of these provisions will mean that
you will not be able to rely on the Section 21 procedure
when seeking repossession of your property.
HMOs will be commercial EPCs so before booking
your assessment please ensure that the provider is able
to give a commercial EPC.
There are properties out there that will not meet the
minimum EPC standards but remember there is an
exemptions register for these properties.
If you have any queries about this please contact Ruth
Clarke
Ruth Clarke

buying a rental property?
The removal of the 10% wear and tear allowance that
allowed landlords to reduce the tax they paid on
furnished property lets (after the end of the 2015-16 tax
year) was a significant loss for many landlords. The
10% deduction was available to landlords regardless of
whether furnishings in their property were replaced or
not.
The wear and tear allowance was replaced by the
replacement of domestic Item relief. The relief only
allows landlords the ability to claim tax relief when
they actually replace furniture, furnishings, appliances
and kitchenware.
Landlords must also ensure they keep a record of any
capital expenditure which has been incurred on an
investment property.
This is important to remember when purchasing a new

investment property that care is taken to ensure that any
domestic items that are bought with the property are
listed and valued in the contract. This would then mean
that relief would be available when these items are
replaced. In addition, it may be possible to reduce the
stamp duty payable.
Planning note
The replacement of domestic item relief is available for
the cost of domestic items such as movable furniture,
household appliances, kitchenware and furnishings
such as curtains and carpets. There is also an important
distinction between deciding whether or not a new item
represents a replacement or an improvement. Where the
new item is an improvement of the old item the
allowable deduction is limited to the cost of purchasing
an equivalent of the original item. To be clear, there is
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buying a rental property?
no relief available for the initial cost of domestic items
purchased for a new or existing rental property.
From HM Revenue & Customs

Many thanks to John Savage for
bringing this article to our attention

Any CRLA member with a query on this
or other accountancy or taxation issue
can contact John Savage for free initial
advice
Tel: 01872 487512
Or Email:
john@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk

crla courses
Members wanting to attend the two courses on 23
March should contact Ruth Clarke as soon as possible
as spaces are filling rapidly.
Setting Up Your Tenancy
• Rights and Liabilities of the Landlord/Letting
Agent,
• Required Documentation
• EPCs
• Taxes
• Insurance
• Investing
• Right to rent checks
• Tenant referencing
• Gas safety
• Licensing
• Types of Tenancy

• Tenancy Agreements
• Deposits
• Setting rent
• Housing benefit/Universal Credit
Gaining Possession of Your Property
• Managing the problem tenant; rent arrears and
antisocial behaviour
• Overview of Section 21 and Section 8
• Accelerated proceedings vs standard proceedings
• Costs, forms, estimated timescales
• Common errors and how to avoid them
• What to do if the tenant remains on expiry of the
possession order
• How to avoid harassment, illegal eviction and your
duty to your tenant's belongings
Ruth Clarke

safety in the installation and use of gas systems and appliances
Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 as
amended. Approved Code of Practice and guidance
Subject to being approved by Parliament, the Gas
Safety (Installation and Use) (Amendment) Regulations
2018 will come into force on 6 April 2018.
The Approved Code of Practice and guidance in the
draft below will then apply. It gives guidance on how
to meet the requirements of GSIUR and the 2018
amendment regulations.
Who the guidance is for
This guidance is for anyone who may have a duty
under the Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations
1998 (GSIUR), including those who install, service,
maintain or repair gas appliances and other gas fittings.
Landlords also have duties under these regulations.
Main changes to the legislation
The changes to GSIUR, which do not relax regulatory
requirements or reduce safety standards, are to:
• introduce of a degree of flexibility to the timing of
landlords’ annual gas safety checks. This MOTstyle change means that landlords can carry out the
annual gas safety check in the two months before
the due date and retain the existing expiry
date. This avoids landlords waiting until the last
minute and not gaining access, or having to shorten

the annual cycle check to comply with the law.
There is no change to the legal requirement for an
annual gas safety check or for maintenance to be
carried out
• incorporate an existing exemption into law to carry
out alternative checks in situations where there is
no meter to directly measure the heat input and it is
not possible to measure the operating pressure, and
extend the scope slightly to include situations
where the meter is not accessible or the meter
display is not working
disapply most of the requirements of GSIUR for
installations fed by a dedicated gas supply, which are
primarily used to supply compressed natural gas (CNG)
to vehicles and which incorporate at least one gas
compressor with an electric motor input power rating
exceeding 5 kilowatts, bringing them in line with other
industrial premises. Other more appropriate regulations
already apply to these premises
The current legislation will continue to apply up to and
including 5 April 2018, along with the Approved Code
of Practice and guidance supporting it.
From hse.gov
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smoke/heat detectors—lifespan
Mains powered smoke and heat detectors have a limited
lifespan and should be changed every 10 years. The date
of replacement is normally indicated by a label on the
rim of the detector, as indicated below.
Date replacement due

If anyone requires further information, please contact
me.
Jeff Hick
Fire Safety Advisor

Jeff Hick provides FREE initial advice on
Fire Safety Issues to CRLA members
Tel: 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

tax tribunal rules out landlord dad’s claim for
paying son
The right for landlords to deduct paying a relative
working in their property business was highlighted in a
case before a tax tribunal.
Landlords can pay friends and relatives who are not coowners of buy to let homes to carry out work for them –
and deduct the wages they pay against income or
corporation tax.
The tax case Nicholson v HMRC [2018] UKFTT 14
(TC) clarifies how to claim the business expense.
The issue was if a self-employed taxpayer could pay his
son wages and deduct them as an expense to reduce any
income tax due.
In the case before the tax tribunal, the father paid his
son £7,400 wages and deducted the amount as a
business expense in the accounts.
The payment was based on a 15-hour week at £10 an
hour for promoting the business online, delivering
leaflets and carrying out computer work.
At the time, the son was a student living away from

home.
HMRC opposed the claim, saying the father had no
evidence the work was carried out.
The tax authority also argued the payment was not
solely for the business, but mainly in kind with a dual
purpose of supporting the son at university as the father
bought food and drink rather than paying the supposed
wages in cash.
The First-Tier Tax Tribunal agreed with HMRC and
rejected the claim – but pointed out that the deduction
would have stood had the father kept better records.
“If he had paid his son on a more time recorded basis or
had there been some form of methodology in
calculating the amount payable and an accurate record
maintained of the number of hours his son worked, the
claim would have had a better chance of succeeding,”
said the tribunal.
From Guild of Residential Landlords

mortgage brokers tipping off hmrc about landlord tax evasion
The tax man has deputised mortgage brokers to tip them
off if they suspect customers are failing
report their rental profits.
New lending rules demand that mortgage
arrangers quiz their buy to let clients
about discrepancies between accounts and
tax filings – and even make secret reports
if they suspect money laundering or tax
evasion.
The mortgage adviser faces a fine if they
tell the customer about the tip-off.
Mortgage advisers are looking at accounts
for an entire portfolio rather than figures
for single properties under new mortgage
rules.
David Whittaker, chief executive of
broker Mortgages for Business, said:
“We’ve seen a number of clients where
the story they’ve told us over the income
and tax doesn’t match the numbers and

had to file a couple of suspicious activity reports where
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mortgage brokers tipping off hmrc about landlord
tax evasion
they declined to make use of the HMRC’s Let Property
campaign since the new PRA rules came in.
“Initially clients are grumpy for being pulled up, but
most conversations end with the borrower regularising
their tax affairs and the loan going ahead. The whole
market is now showing more curiosity about
borrowers’ tax and income, with brokers and lenders
sharing responsibility for spotting irregularities – if the
broker doesn’t spot something that the lender does, it’s
not necessarily criminal. But if the adviser does see
something that looks suspicious but fails to act it could
come back to bite them.”

HM Revenue & Customs argues collecting tax
information from brokers is just another way of
triggering the right tax response from landlords.
“We know most landlords pay their fair share, and we
offer information and guidance to help landlords get
their tax right and avoid errors,” said a spokesman.
“HMRC also has a robust strategy for tackling evasion
and avoidance in the rental sector, collecting and
analysing data gathered from a wide range of sources to
understand and manage this risk to the tax system, and
identify where there may be undeclared income.”
From Guild of Residential Landlords

rla backs legal bid to overturn right to rent
The RLA is backing a legal bid to overturn the
Government’s flagship Right to Rent immigration
policy.
Under Right to Rent landlords are responsible for
checking the immigration status of their tenants with
the prospect of prosecution if they know, or
have “reasonable cause to believe”, that the property
they are letting is occupied by someone who does not
have the right to rent in the UK.
The RLA is supporting the Joint Council for the
Welfare of Immigrants (JCWI) which is calling for a
Judicial Review, on the basis the policy discriminates
against foreign nationals. The association is also
supporting a similar case being brought by the Camden
Community Law Centre.
The fear of criminal sanctions has made many
landlords reluctant about renting to non-UK nationals
out of fear of being duped by forged documents.
Research by the RLA, which is being used to support
both cases has found 47% of landlords are less likely to
consider letting to foreign nationals from outside the
EU as a result of the scheme. The same RLA research
found that 42 per cent of landlords were less likely to
rent to someone without a British passport as a result of
the scheme because of the threat of criminal sanctions.
This poses serious difficulties for the 17 per cent of UK
residents who do not have a passport.
The RLAs figures reflected those the JCWI discovered
through its own research.
Despite requests for it, the Home Office has refused to

publish a database of what all acceptable forms of
identification for the scheme look like, arguing that
there are simply too many from countries around the
world.
A recent BBC investigation found that criminal gangs
are helping undocumented immigrants to flout the law
by selling them fake identity documents.
Whilst in October the Chief Inspector of Borders and
Immigration announced a new review of the Right to
Rent, it warned that this “will not examine any
unintended consequences of Right to Rent, for example
discrimination against would-be tenants, increased
homelessness, or displacement.” This is because, it
said, it “does not have the capacity to conduct a
meaningful
examination
of
the
unintended
consequences of Right to Rent at this time.”
RLA Policy Director, David Smith, said: “When this
policy was first discussed we warned the Government
of the unintended consequences of the Right to Rent
scheme. How can a landlord be expected to know what
every passport in every country is supposed to look
like? For the overwhelming majority of landlords it
makes no commercial sense to limit their access to a
large proportion of the prospective tenant market. It is
the fear of criminal sanctions for getting it wrong
which is causing many simply to want to play it safe.
“Landlords should not be used as scapegoats for the
failures of the border agencies. It is time to suspend this
controversial and unwelcome policy.”
From Residential Landlords Association

latest housing reforms a small step in the right
direction
The Government announced this week that it was
planning to make it easier to add two extra storeys to a
property. Unveiled by the Secretary of State for
Housing, Communities and Local Government, Sajid
Javid, the initiative is an attempt to address the UK’s
residential property crisis.
Mr Javid stressed the need to be “more creative” in
tackling the country’s housing issues, looking beyond
just building new properties to instead extending ones
that already exist. As such, the Government’s proposal

will make it more likely that businesses, developers and
homeowners will get the green light to add storeys to
their property, as long as the extensions are in keeping
with the surrounding area. In turn, the extra storeys on
top of flats, shops and homes will provide more places
to buy or rent, helping to meet growing demand for
both.
Is it enough?
With increasing house prices preventing many people
from getting onto or further up the property ladder, and
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latest housing reforms a small step in the right
direction
rising rents affecting the lives of private tenants, any
measure that looks to add to the country’s housing stock
has to be welcomed as a step in the right direction. It
illustrates a willingness to deviate from the current
targets the Government has set for new-build properties
– which are often missed – and embrace options that are
more readily available. Yet while it is refreshing to see a
more pragmatic approach being adopted to help
overcome the issues afflicting the housing industry, it is
clear to most people that more must be done. Indeed,
shortly after the policy was unveiled Tory MPs John
Penrose, Nick Boles, and Mark Prisk – former ministers
for architecture, planning and housing respectively –
wrote a letter to Mr Javid in which they criticised the
proposed reforms, saying they do not go far enough.
The letter stresses that to make homes more affordable,
the Government must focus its efforts on building a lot
more of them. But it is also important to look at ways to
make the most of what we already have. For example,
there are a huge number of residential properties across
the UK sat empty. It is estimated that at present there
are around 1.4 million homes and flats that are
uninhabited. This might be because the person who
owned or lived in them has died, or that the building has
fallen into disrepair – whatever the cause, it would be
encouraging to see the Government identify
refurbishment and restoration projects as another area
that could provide a much-needed boost to the nation’s
housing stock.
Chopping and changing
Ultimately, there is an underlying problem that has
made long-term, consistent and meaningful progress in

housing policy or reform hard to come by: the fact that
the position of Housing Minister has been passed
between MPs far too regularly in recent years. And this
problem is not the fault of the Conservative Party alone.
During Labour’s reign between 1997 and 2010 there
were nine different Housing Ministers. Since the
Conservative came to power in mid-2010 we have seen
a further seven individuals holding the position. That
equates to 16 changes in the past two decades – it is
unsurprising, therefore, that issues around housing
affordability and supply have been able to grow to such
an extent.
Seeing the bigger picture
The Government is evidently keen to tackle issues in
this sector; the Conservatives reformed Stamp Duty to
restrict buy-to-let investors, then again to help first-time
buyers, and Theresa May renamed the Department of
Communities and Local Government as the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local Government to show
that housing is being taken seriously. And now they
have relaxed planning permission for upward
extensions. What is required, however, is a long-term
vision that incorporates multiple innovative solutions
and is supported by consistency in the personnel who
will execute them. It is positive to see elements of the
Government’s Housing White Paper starting to filter
through, but initiatives such as the one unveiled this
week must be understood by the Conservatives and the
general public alike as small segments of a much bigger
picture.
From Property Reporter

epcs and listed buildings—an answer at last?
The issue of Listed Buildings and whether they are
exempt from Energy Performance Certificate
requirements has been around for a long time now.
The good news is DCLG – now the Ministry for
Housing, Communities and Local Government – has
updated its guidance in relation to Listed Buildings and
those in Conservation Areas.
The bad news is the legislation is still unclear.
EPCs and Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards
The requirement to comply with Minimum Energy
Efficiency Standards is linked to EPCs and will come
into force from April. As from that date on any new
letting or renewal must have a minimum E rating under
an EPC and as from 1st April 2020 this is extended to
existing lets.
Exemptions
Some residential buildings are exempt from the
requirement to have an EPC when they are rented out or
sold – in which case the Minimum Energy Efficiency
Standards do not apply.
The general understanding has been that listed buildings
are exempt. However, this question rests on the
interpretation of the relevant EU Directive which the
RLA believes is badly drafted and unclear.

It says that buildings protected as ‘part of the
designated environment’ or because of their ‘special
architectural or historical merit’ are exempt from the
requirements to have an EPC “insofar as compliance
with minimum energy performance requirements
would unacceptably alter their character or
appearance”.
This would apply even if an EPC was actually in place,
because it would be treated as being obtained
voluntarily; not as a requirement at the point of renting
out or sale.
What the revised Government Guidance says is: “To
comply with minimum energy performance
requirements, many of the recommendations in an
EPC Report, e.g. double glazing, new doors and
windows, external wall insulation and external boiler
flues, would likely result in unacceptable alterations in
a majority of historic buildings.”
It suggests that if there is any doubt as to whether works
would ‘unacceptably alter’ the character or appearance
of a building, owners should take the advice of their
local planning authority’s conservation officer.
However, there is still ambiguity.
(Continued on page 10)
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epcs and listed buildings—an answer at last?
Catch 22
This advice produces a “chicken and egg” situation.
Unless you have an EPC you will neither know
whether the property meets the minimum E
requirement or what the works are needed – vital
information in order to be able to judge whether or not
they are ‘unacceptable’.
The consequences
One of the requirements when a property is let is to
provide an EPC when one is required. Otherwise,
Section 21 cannot be relied on as the obligation has not
been fulfilled. The RLA is aware of at least one case
where a tenant has challenged the validity of a Section
21 Notice on this basis and there could well be
challenges in other cases.
If challenged there are also potentially significant
penalties for not complying with the minimum E EPC
rating obligation.
What to do next
The EU Directive is open to interpretation.

If need be you should take your own legal advice.
For landlords concerned about the potential risk, one
option to consider when renting out property is to
clarify with the local conservation officer what work
recommended by an EPC is permissible and to carry
out these works.
You would need to obtain an EPC in this situation.
You could then carry out the permitted works and
register an exemption on the EPC register for other
works which the conservation officer would not agree
to.
However, until there is a clear court ruling there are no
guarantees.
Richard Jones, RLA company secretary said: “We will
continue to put pressure on the department for greater
clarity in this area, however the problem we are facing
can, realistically only be resolved post-Brexit, as EPC
legislation is based on EU law.
From Residential Landlords Association

politicians resurrecting a dickensian law to make
homeless people into criminals
Why the 1824 Vagrancy Act is being used by councils
to prosecute rough sleepers, and how to stop it.
In 1824, the Earl of Liverpool was Prime Minister,
Lord Byron was dying of fever on his way to fight the
Ottomans, Australia was officially named “Australia”,
and life expectancy in the UK was about 40.
1824 was also the year from which current government
policy on rough sleeping gets its statutory backing.
According to the 1824 Vagrancy Act, police are given
powers to arrest and detain for up to three months anyone found, “lodging in any barn or outhouse, or in any
deserted or unoccupied building, or in the open air, or
under a tent, or in any cart or waggon, not having any
visible means of subsistence”.
This in effect allows for the arrest of homeless people
simply for sleeping rough.
Not only is this law still on the books despite the efforts
of campaigners, it continues to be enforced even today.
This anachronistic legislation has been repealed in
Scotland and Northern Ireland, the revocation of the
relevant sections of the act were put forward in the
1979 Labour manifesto, and a 1990 early day motion in
Parliament calling for its urgent repeal received the
support of such then-obscure backbenchers as Diane
Abbott and Jeremy Corbyn.
The act then fell out of public attention for decades, but
it continued to be used to prosecute rough sleepers in
England and Wales. In 2016/17, a Freedom of Information request reported 1,810 prosecutions under the
act, and as recently as 2015 the number was more than
3,000.
Yet those are only the prosecutions, and lying behind
those statistics is the constant experience of harassment
with threat of arrest. Speak to rough sleepers directly
and you’ll likely hear countless stories of being moved

on and threatened.
The Vagrancy Act doesn’t just cover rough sleeping,
and includes specific provisions against such offences
as indecent exposure. Yet while these other offences
are covered by other legislation, the Vagrancy Act is
the only one that specifically criminalises rough sleeping, and its repeal would severely restrict what rough
sleepers could be harassed for.
A petition to repeal the Act by Alex Kumar, chair of
Oxford-based homelessness campaign group On Your
Doorstep, is currently at over 10,000 signatures, but
needs 100,000 to secure a Commons debate. As Kumar
points out, “homelessness in Britain in 2018 is not a
criminal issue, but a humanitarian crisis”. He recognises that this fight may not be a short one, but says, “we
cannot let this law reach its 200th birthday”.
Repealing it wouldn’t simply be a symbolic gesture –
this month the Windsor Council leader Simon Dudley wanted to use the legislation to clear the streets of
rough sleepers prior to the Royal Wedding. He denounced what he called “an epidemic of rough sleeping
and vagrancy in Windsor”, claiming that “residents
have had enough of this exploitation of residents and 6
million tourists pa”.
With the 134 per cent rise in rough sleeping since 2010,
the plight of the homeless has become more visible.
And with recent deaths on the streets, it has become
more urgent. The sharp rise has directly correlated with
austerity measures – it is our society that must take the
blame for their position. To label their mere presence
“exploitation” of those lucky enough to have a home,
as Dudley does, is inexcusable. It is urgent that Dudley
is denied the power to take from homeless people even
the basic right to shelter outside where they can.
Repealing the Vagrancy Act on its own will not be
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politicians resurrecting a dickensian law to make
homeless people into criminals
enough. Rough sleepers suffer harassment every day
from a criminal justice system that automatically treats
them as suspects, despite the fact that they are far more
likely to be victims than perpetrators of crime – being
15 times more likely to be victims of assault than the
general public.
There needs to be urgent and wider reform to take steps

to end homelessness, and also treat those who are homeless with dignity and compassion. We need to stop being a society that kicks people while they’re down. But
the Vagrancy Act does not simply allow for prosecution
of rough sleepers for what they do, but for who they are.
It criminalises their very existence.
From The New Statesman

will increased landlord licensing improve prs
standards?
The government's proposals to increase mandatory
licensing of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs)
provides another key opportunity to crack down on the
minority of criminal landlords operating in the rental
sector.
According to automated rental payment provider
PayProp, the new rules could improve living standards
for private renters while at the same time reducing the
number of overcrowded properties
Currently, compulsory HMO licensing only extends to
properties which have three or more storeys.
Under the proposed new system, further details of
which were announced in December but are yet to be
fully agreed in Parliament, mandatory licensing of
HMOs will include all properties that are occupied by
five or more people from two or more households.
It has been estimated that the rules will bring an
additional 160,000 homes under mandatory HMO
licensing.
Mandatory licensing of HMOs has been in effect since
2006, covering around 60,000 properties. The new
system aims to bring more of the estimated 500,000
HMOs under licensing in a bid to push up living
standards.
The government says: "The increased demand for
HMOs has been exploited by opportunist rogue
landlords, who feel the business risks for poorly
managing their accommodation are outweighed by the
financial rewards.
[Criminal landlords] cause much reputational harm to
the HMO market and it is often pot luck whether a
vulnerable tenant ends up renting from a rogue or a
good landlord.
We want to remove that uncertainty, particularly in high
-risk-intensely-occupied HMOs, by creating a level
playing field between landlords, so the rogues cease to
be able to operate sub-standard accommodation for
maximum profit.
Landlord licensing schemes are often criticised as
money making projects, but bringing all HMOs under
one framework seems a logical decision.
Neil Cobbold, Chief Operating Officer of PayProp in
the UK, comments: "As we can see, the number of
HMOs has increased rapidly over the last decade.
With HMOs adapting and more of these properties now
two storeys or fewer, it’s important that the legislation
is brought up to date. Overcrowding has become one of
the biggest issues in the rental sector and this increased

regulation could contribute significantly towards
solving the problem."
Legislation only effective in action
Albeit welcome news for tenants, the majority of
landlords and letting agents, these proposals represent
another piece of outstanding legislation for the private
rental sector.
There is currently no date set for introduction. However,
the government says it is hoping to bring the new
system into force later this year, subject to approval
from both the House of Commons and House of Lords.
Other outstanding lettings legislation and policies
include the ban on upfront letting agent fees, the
movement to count private rent payments towards
tenants’ credit scores, the reform of the leasehold sector
and the national blacklist of criminal landlords and
letting agents.
Cobbold adds: "There has been plenty of change in the
lettings sector over the last few years, but there are still
numerous pieces of legislation that are yet to be
introduced or existing rules which are not effectively
enforced.
For all these measures to have a long-term positive
impact on the industry, there must be appropriate action
and enforcement. The more proposals that are made and
consultations carried out, the more we risk further delay
to policies. "
Agent consultation responses are vital
PayProp recently encouraged letting agents to respond
to as many consultations as possible when sharing its
top five New Year's resolutions for property
professionals.
It is interesting to note that as part of the consultation
for these proposed HMO measures, only 11 of 395
responses were from letting agents - representing less
than 3% of the total number of respondents.
Cobbold concludes: "It’s unlikely that the government
will stop regulating and monitoring the rental sector so
closely in 2018, so it’s vitally important that when
presented with the opportunity, letting agents have their
say and do their utmost to shape future legislation that
benefits all parties."
From Property Reporter
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winter wellbeing 2018 summary
•

Programme is focussed on -Reducing Fuel
Poverty, Improving Health and Progress to
Work
• Eligibility is based on “if you are in poor health
or at risk of ill health, or with underlying health
issues, or caring for a vulnerable person or
worried about your home being cold or damp”
Winter Wellness (Revenue spend) – day to day
support (until 31 March 2018)
• Community Energy Plus Freephone Advice
Line – 0800 954 1956 for all enquiries
• Customer seeking immediate help
• Advice and information on energy issues –
switching, repairs, use of heating, debts
• Referral to suitable partner
• Winter Wellbeing Fund (Hosted by Inclusion
Cornwall – on hold since 21 December 2017)
Winter Wellbeing (Capital spend)
Warm and Well – LA Flexible Eligibility (heating
upgrade)
• Available since September 2017
• Suitable for eligible customers –
• focussed on private tenants and homeowners that

already have a “wet” heating system or renewable
heating in need of repair or upgrade ” and will be
delivered by SSE (and their installers.
• E.g – gas, oil or LPG boiler upgrade
Partially funded
• Call Bev – 01872 326552 or log on to https://
www.cornwall.gov.uk/warmandwell
for
all
enquiries
Warm and Well - First Time Central Heating (From
1st January 2018 to 31 January 2019)
• Suitable for eligible customers
• Focussed on private tenants and homeowners those
that do not have a “first time central heating
system” and will be delivered by SSE and will be
delivered by SSE (and their installers.
• Social tenants through the following RP’s
(Guinness, Cornwall Housing, Coastline, Ocean
and DCH) are eligible and addresses pre-identified.
Other RP’s may join during 2018
• Can include insulation measures as well as heating
• Fully funded
• Call Bev – 01872 326552 or log on to https://
www.cornwall.gov.uk/warmandwell
for all
enquiries

Warm and Well Cornwall (Warm Homes Fund eligibility) January 2018
EPC

D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G
D, E, F, G

Existing Heating

Proposed New Heating

Cornwall
Council proposed Eligibility

WHF Eligibility (subject
to household
meeting eligibility criteria)

Solid Fuel (open fire)
Solid Fuel (boiler) (*existing pipes for
radiators unable to take pressure of
new oil/LPG boiler)
Electric Night Storage Heating
Heat Pump
Heating Oil (CH)
LPG heating (CH)

Air Source Heat Pump
Air Source Heat Pump

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Air Source Heat Pump
Air Source Heat Pump
Air Source Heat Pump
Air Source Heat Pump

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No

Solid Fuel (open fire)
Solid Fuel (boiler) (*existing pipes
unable to take pressure of new oil/
LPG boiler)
Electric Night Storage Heating
Heating Oil (CH)
LPG heating (CH)
Heat Pump

Ground Source Heat Pump
Ground Source Heat Pump

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Ground Source Heat Pump
Ground Source Heat Pump
Ground Source Heat Pump
Ground Source Heat Pump

Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No

Solid Fuel (open fire)
Solid Fuel (boiler) (*existing pipes
unable to take pressure of new oil/
LPG boiler)
Electric Night Storage Heating
Heating Oil (CH)
LPG heating (CH)

Mains Gas/Oil/LPG
Mains Gas/Oil/LPG

Yes (*)
Yes (*)

Yes
Yes

Mains Gas/Oil/LPG
Mains Gas
Mains Gas

Yes (*)
No (*)
No (*)

Yes
No
No

New Electric Heaters (due to
Yes
Yes
lack of space to install boiler
or tanks, or health reasons)
Any other options (that fail to fit with any of the above) – please check with Anthony Ball 01872 327977 or
aball1@cornwall.gov.uk
D, E, F, G

Electric Night Storage Heating
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rogue property agents affect over half of brits
New research from Propertymark today reveals that a
worrying number of Brits assume all estate agents,
letting agents and landlords are regulated.
Propertymark asked Brits who have bought, sold or
rented a property in the last five years about their
experiences with letting agents, estate agents, and
landlords, revealing that 54% have faced issues.
Over one million homes were bought or sold in England
and Wales in 2016, a clear majority of which will have
involved an agent. However, the research found that
37% of buyers and sellers, and 42% of renters didn’t
consider whether their agent was part of a professional
body such as Propertymark before progressing with
their transaction
For 42% of renters it didn’t cross their mind to ask; one
in six (14%) wrongly assumed all agents were
regulated. Of the 55% who faced issues with
their property, 57% hadn’t checked if their agent or
landlord was indeed covered, leading to issues such as:
• Waiting a long time for any issues with the property
to be fixed (38%)
• Struggling to get old items replaced (20%)
• Not getting their full deposits back – and not being
given a reason why (12%)
Those who did check if their agent was a member of a
professional body lucked out with shorter waiting times
when things needed fixing in their property; with issues
typically being addressed within a week (41%). By
contrast, only 25% of those who didn’t check had their
issues solved within a week.
47% of buyers or sellers checked if their estate agent
was regulated before moving ahead with the sale or
purchase. As with renters, 37% didn’t think about it,
while 14% prioritised the property and went with the
agent because they were attached to the home they
wanted to buy. 53% encountered issues such as bad

communication (19%), feeling as if the agent didn’t care
about them (12%) and feeling pressurised (10%).
On top of this, 70% of buyers worry that their sale
won’t go through, even after the offer has been
accepted, which – according to the Ministry for
Housing, Communities and Local Governments costs
buyers between £695 and £744 and sellers £582 to
£7403. Concerns over gazumping, and a sense of
mistrust between buyers and sellers also plague property
sales making some transactions uncomfortable for all
involved.
Mark Hayward and David Cox of Propertymark
comment: “Choosing a property, whether it’s to buy or
rent, is a huge financial commitment and can be
overwhelming, especially for first timers. We almost
always go with the agent attached to a property if we’re
buying or renting, but it’s important to at least ask the
question. Property transactions almost always takes
longer than expected, and you may be forced into
negotiations mid-way through the process – particularly
for buyers.
Your estate or letting agent should be there to guide you
through the process and make it as smooth and pain-free
as possible, which all Propertymark Protected agents
will endeavour to do. The number of buyers, sellers and
renters checking to see if their agent is regulated has
improved since 20144, but it’s still worrying that so
many people assume all agents are members of a
professional body, such as Propertymark, and aren’t
considering this when choosing an agent.
It’s really important consumers look for the
‘Propertymark Protected’ logo when choosing an agent;
it means they’re dealing with a professional who has
opted for regulation in an unregulated sector and it will
give them peace of mind that their money is protected.”
From Property Reporter

is the property sector ready for aml spot checks?
New research conducted by identity verification
business, Credas, reveals that a significant number of
businesses in the property sector would struggle to pass
an anti-money laundering (AML) spot-check, with
almost a quarter (22%) of businesses without a
dedicated AML officer in place.
Rhys David, CEO of Credas, said: “Since the
introduction of the directive in June last year, the
industry has had little support or guidance on how to
implement the required checks. I feel for these
businesses because of the extra administrative burden,
but unfortunately, as it stands they could be breaking
the law by not having an AML officer in place.
Anecdotally, agents were given until December 2017 to
get their AML officers and processes in place. Yet, our
research has found that many estate and letting agents
may not be considering the options available to solve
this issue, and more importantly, the penalties they
could face due to noncompliance. This directive is now
in place and as a sector we have to manage it, so now is

the time to act before you get caught out.
Get top stories and blog posts emailed to me each day.
Our research found 22% of the businesses polled did not
have a dedicated AML officer and almost a third of
businesses are still using a paper-based storage system
for filing their AML data. There are some great digital
solutions out there that businesses can use to easily
comply with the directive, rather than being dependent
on paper checks and balances.”
On average, those surveyed estimated that the time
taken to complete AML checks took over four business
days per month, with one of the main barriers to
completion being cited as getting hold of clients.
Rhys continued: “Four working days per month is a
long time to spend on these AML checks. We estimate
that if the process was streamlined, it could save
businesses an average of 313 hours per month.
2018 looks like it will be a year full of new challenges
for the property sector, so the ability to free up time
(Continued on page 14)
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is the property sector ready for aml spot checks?
means that estate agents can spend more of their time
doing what they're good at – marketing and selling
properties.
Estate and letting agents - now is the time to get your

own house in order. It is more than six months since the
AML directive was implemented, yet our research
shows that unfortunately many businesses would fall
foul of the law if they were spot-checked.”
From Property Reporter

government accused of skewing rental market to
favour short lets
The government has been accused by a lettings sector
trade body of skewing the market to encourage more
short-lets.
The claim comes from the Residential Landlords
Association after its research revealed that in
Edinburgh, the number of properties listed on Airbnb
soared from 6,411 in 2015 to 18,105 in 2017.
These new figures follow similar large increases in
London where the number of listings increased from
60,587 in 2015 to 173,714 in 2017.
This prompted concern by the RLA that properties
were being taken off the market for long term rent and
instead were being advertised only for holiday lets so
reducing the supply available for those in need of
somewhere to live.
The cause, the RLA says, is in tax changes affecting
buy to let landlords.
In the face of this concern, Airbnb has proposed
banning owners from advertising properties for more
than 90 nights a year as a holiday let. This is line with

regulations in London which state that short term
holiday lets can be rented out for a maximum of 90
nights a year without planning permission.
However, although the welcomes Airbnb’s suggestion
it is warning that the government is skewing the market
and encouraging landlords to switch to short term lets.
This includes the phased restriction to the basic rate of
income tax for mortgage interest relief for landlords,
which does not apply to properties used for short term
holiday lets.
The RLA argues that to halt this trend and encourage
more homes to be available for longer term renting the
government needs to scrap its tax increases on the
private rented sector.
"Whilst Airbnb plays a very important role in letting
holiday accommodation in Edinburgh, this should not
be at the expense of the supply of long term homes to
rent that are desperately needed” says the association
chairman, Alan Ward.
From Letting Agent Today

ombudsman services withdraws from property sector
Ombudsman Services (OS) has today announced that it
will withdraw from complaints handling in the property
sector as it launches a major dialogue with consumers
to help tackle an ‘imbalance in power’ in the housing
sector. The not-for-profit organisation, which is the
largest multi-sector Ombudsman in the UK, will work
with charities, consumer groups, property professionals
and the public on a major report around the creation of
a single housing ombudsman for submission to
MHCLG in the spring.
In the meantime, OS will begin a managed withdrawal
from the current schemes it operates for surveyors,
managing agents, estate agents and letting agents by 6
August 2018.
OS envisages a model similar to that outlined by
Secretary of State Sajid Javid in his November NHBC
speech, which echoes the model currently used in the
Finance and Energy sectors; an effective regulator
supported by a single ombudsman and a strong advice
and advocacy service for consumers.
To ensure that the new model addresses issues
currently faced by consumers, OS wants to consult with
the public about the shape of the service, understand
key ‘pain points’ for renters, tenants and home-buyers
and model potential demand.
Commenting on the announcement, Chief Ombudsman

Lewis Shand Smith said: “Redress in the housing
sector is a really confusing picture for all involved. The
patchwork of ADR and ombudsman schemes is a
mystery to consumers and therefore is incredibly
difficult for them to navigate.
“We are ceasing what we’re currently doing in the
housing sector in a professional and planned way,
because we believe it is not adding value. Rather than
continue to offer a broken solution to a broken market,
we are stepping away to listen to what consumers
actually want.
“There are models in other sectors that work far better
– for instance the single ombudsman model in financial
services and the scheme we operate in energy which
handles around 40,000 complaints every year.
“We fully support Sajid Javid regarding the need for a
single ombudsman for housing – only then will the
housing sector be able to restore trust and ensure that
consumers get a much better standard of service.
“Housing is one of the biggest issues we face as a
nation and a fair, balanced, redress system will make
sure that it serves the whole of society. We want to
work to develop a model that works for everyone.”
More details of the dialogue will be announced in
March.
From Property118
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pra changes hit portfolio landlords
New figures released by Foundation Home Loans,
which were based on research by BDRC Continental,
have shown that nearly three quarters of portfolio landlords have found it more difficult to secure a mortgage
since the PRA changes were introduced.
When asked how they had been affected by the PRA
regulatory changes, 70% of UK landlords with over four
buy-to-let mortgages said they had found obtaining finance a challenge since the regulation came into effect
on 30th September 2017. Half (51%) owning between
one and three buy to let mortgages felt the same (all
figures are based on feedback from landlords that have
applied for a mortgage/remortgage since the changes
came into effect).
The Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) regulation
means lenders must introduce changes to the way in
which buy to let mortgage applications are underwritten for portfolio landlords. Borrowers with four or more
mortgaged properties will be classified as portfolio
landlords and subject to the new standards, such as a
requirement to submit a forward-looking business plan.

As a result, almost half (48%) of landlords aware of the
PRA changes think they will slow down the process of
securing a mortgage, with two thirds of those who own
11 or more properties believing the range of mortgage
products available to them will be reduced. Furthermore, 28% believe the changes will make it more likely
for their mortgage application to be rejected.
Jeff Knight, Marketing Director, Foundation Home
Loans, said: “Whether these figures are to do with a
natural period of adjustment or become the new norm
remains to be seen. Nonetheless, in order to make this
as smooth a transition as possible, brokers and lenders
must work together to ensure things do not become unnecessarily challenging. Our research last year proved
that, at the end of the day, brokers and landlords are
after pragmatic and straight forward processes. Considering the significant take-up from this group, we devised a proposition to make application as simple as
possible – for example, with no need for evidence of a
business plan.”
From Property Reporter

are government policies going to affect rent prices?
Dorian Gonsalves, CEO of Belvoir, warns that
government interference in the rental sector is likely to
result in a rise in rents throughout 2018 and into 2019.
Dorian had this to say: "As 2018 progresses, landlords
and tenants will find themselves shouldered with an
extra burden of cost due to continued government
interference in the rental market, which includes a
decision to ban tenant fees and the implementation of
punitive tax changes.
Belvoir's Q3 rental index revealed that, on average,
rents increased by just £3 a month compared to the
same period last year, which demonstrates that the
rental market is working well for most landlords and
tenants across the country. However, as a consequence
of the impact of government policies we believe that
during 2018 many landlords will inevitably be forced to
review rents across their entire portfolio. This is a real
shame, as in our experience many landlords have

resisted increasing rents when they have a tenant in situ,
but this is likely to change during 2018 and 2019 when
the impact of some of the government's policies become
more apparent.
We have not seen evidence of smaller landlords
choosing to exit the sector. With all the uncertainty
surrounding Brexit, we believe that property remains a
simple, unsophisticated and reliable investment for over
two million UK landlords. We are, however, noticing
that those new landlords who are entering the sector, are
doing so with lower borrowing, and they are looking for
a stronger return on their cash. To many of the UK's
smaller investors, property represents a relatively strong
investment, and more importantly, it is an asset that they
can touch, see and pass on to family members in the
future. We predict that this is unlikely to change for a
very long time."
From Property Reporter

prs is vital part of housing market
The PRS is providing homes to a fifth of the population
and nearly 2 million families with children,
today’s English Housing Survey finds – sparking calls
for more support for private landlords.
The latest figures show that the private rented sector
remains larger than the social rented sector, accounting
for some 4.7 million households, and is now the most
prevalent tenure in London.
Having more than doubled in size since 2002, the sector
is increasingly relied upon to house families and older
households.
RLA Policy Director, David Smith, said: “Today’s
findings reiterate the importance of the private rented

sector for families across the country.
“Larger than the social sector, and housing more
families with children, the private rented sector provides
much needed housing for nearly five million people.
“The Government needs to recognise its vital role in the
housing market and implement pro- growth tax and
planning policies to support the majority of landlords
who are individuals to meet ever growing demand for
rented housing.”
Over the last decade, the number of families with
children in private rented housing increased by nearly a
million to represent 38 per cent of all households in the
(Continued on page 16)
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prs is vital part of housing market
sector.
This compares to 35 per cent in social housing. The
proportion of those aged 35-44 has also substantially

increased over this period to over a quarter.
From Residential Landlords Association

News that the Government is creating a new Office for
Product Safety and Standards has been welcomed by
the RLA.
The announcement comes seven months after the
Grenfell Tower blaze, believed to have been started by
a Hotpoint fridge-freezer, which killed at least 71
people.
The Office for Product Safety and Standards, which
will have a budget of £12m a year, will cover non-food
consumer product safety and will begin operating
immediately.
The Government says the new office will further
enhance the UKs ‘world-leading product safety system’
and give consumers the ‘highest ever levels
of protection’.
But does it go far enough?
Under the plans the new oversight body will ‘identify
consumer risks and manage responses’ to large-scale
product recalls and repairs’.

These would be likely to include issues such as the high
profile safety notices announced regarding faulty
Whirlpool dryers, which were blamed for a number of
UK fires, including a fatal blaze in Wales.
The Government said the office will support local
authority Trading Standards teams, coordinate local
support to national issues and carry out border checks
on imported goods post-Brexit.
It says other actions as part of the government’s
response to the working group include:
• working with the British Standards Institution to
provide guidance on product recalls and corrective
action
• conducting research to help manufacturers and
retailers develop technological solutions to product
marking and identification
• increasing the reach of Primary Authority to further
share BEIS expertise to help protect consumers
• researching consumer behaviour to identify the best
way to drive up the number of consumers
registering appliances with manufacturers
creating an expert panel to bring together trade
associations,
consumer
and
enforcement
representatives to advise on product safety issues as
they arise
While bodies such as RoSPA (The Royal Society for
the Prevention of Accidents) have welcomed the
changes, others, such as consumer charity Which?
say an independent body is needed.
Alex Neill, Managing Director of Which? Home
Products and Services, said: “The Government has
finally accepted that the UK’s product safety system
needs to be fixed, but this action falls short of the full
overhaul it so desperately needs.
“Consumers need an independent national body
which has real powers to protect them and get
dangerous products out of their homes. Failure to do
so continues the risk of further tragic consequences.”
Chris Town, RLA Vice chair said: “We welcome any
moves that will improve product safety across the
board and will be monitoring the work of the new
body.”
The RLA is backing London Fire Brigade’s Total
Recalls Campaign, which is asking for a single,
publicly accessible register of product recalls as well
as other changes to manufacturing and
communication methods.
From Residential Landlords Association

rla welcomes changes on product safety—but do they
go far enough?
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proceeds of crime act used for first time against
criminal landlords
The Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) has been used for
the first time by a council in England, against criminal
landlords who crammed 31 tenants into filthy and
dangerous living conditions.
In a case heard at Harrow Crown Court last week, His
Honour Recorder Rubin QC ordered that the POCA
could be used by Brent Council, in order to recover
criminal assets that the Shah family obtained for
breaching licensing conditions.
This means that landlords Harsha Shah, daughter
Chandrni Shah and brother-in-law Sanjay Shah will
now have to pay a confiscation order that could amount
to hundreds of thousands of pounds, for financial
benefit gained/saved as result of contraventions of the
Management of HMO regulations 2006, and breaches of
licensing conditions.
This will cover the cost of repairs the landlords
neglected to fix, as well as the financial gain that was
made from their crimes.
Appalling conditions
During a raid which took place in July 2016, Brent
Council officers discovered a woman living in lean-to
shack, next to the four bedroom property, on Napier
Road, Wembley.

The makeshift shack, which was built from wood
offcuts, pallets and tarpaulin, had no heating or lighting.
Lost appeals
Last month, Sanjay Shah lost his appeal against the
charge of aiding and abetting the breaches of a term of
the selective licensing attached to the property on
Napier Road.
Mr Shah also lost his appeal against his conviction for
contraventions of the Management of HMO Regulations
2006.
Jaydipkumar Valand, who collected around £112,000
rent from the tenants for the Shah family in 2015 to
2016, may also be ordered to repay any financial benefit
gained under this POCA ruling.
What is the Proceeds of Crime Act?
The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 can be used for
recovering criminal assets. Criminal confiscation is the
most commonly used power, and this occurs after a
conviction has taken place.
The Act was introduced sixteen years ago to deny
criminals the use of their assets, to recover the proceeds
of crime and to ‘disrupt and deter’ criminality.
From Residential Landlords Association

former letting agent escapes jail for stealing rents
and deposits
A letting agent tried has escaped jail after trying to
bolster his failing business by spending money paid by
tenants to secure their rented homes.
Simon Cawley, 53, ran Severn Sales and Lettings in
Worcester, and took £7,640 when his business ran into
cash flow problems.
The money was paid by tenants as rent and deposits on
six properties in the city between January 2013 and
February 2015.
Cawley admitted fraud and was jailed for nine months,
suspended for two years, and ordered to pay £700 costs.
Judge Nicolas Cartwright said: “As part of your role as
a letting agent you were supposed to be taking a deposit
of money and putting it into a deposit protection scheme
so that, in due course, tenants who didn’t have
deductions from their deposit could get their money
back.
“You used that money to ease your own cash flow
difficulties, effectively robbing Peter to pay Paul.
“The offence easily crosses the custody threshold but
I’m going to give you a chance by imposing a
suspended sentence.”
A proceeds of crime hearing aimed at recovering the
stolen money is scheduled for July.
Cawley set up the letting business in 2008.
Since his arrest, Cawley’s business has closed and he
has moved to Devon, where he works as a landscape
gardener.
Meanwhile, Heather Crabb, a former director of Drake
Homes, a letting agency trading in and around
Plymouth, Devon, has been charged with five charges
of fraud and theft involving around £450,000.

Crabb, 51, of Citadel Road, Plymouth, is on
unconditional bail and will attend Plymouth Magistrates
Court for a hearing on March 1.
She was arrested in December 2016 after a police
inquiry in response to complaints from landlords and
tenants around the city.
Finally in this roundup, landlord David Corry faced
magistrates in Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffordshire,
charged with failing to produce a gas safety certificate
to the HSE.
The charge relates to an improvement notice and
demands to see a gas safety certificate served on Corry
in August 2016.
Corry failed to comply with notice.
He admitted the offence and was sentenced to serve 36
weeks in jail, suspended for 12 months. He also must
serve 140 hours of unpaid work and was ordered to pay
costs £6,426.
After the hearing, HSE inspector Wayne Owen said:
“David Corry potentially put the health of his tenants at
risk and chose to ignore the repeated requests by the
HSE to produce the gas safety record.
“Every year around seven people die from carbon
monoxide poisoning caused by gas appliances and flues
that have not been properly installed, maintained or that
are poorly ventilated. It is important that landlords fulfil
their legal gas safety obligations to their tenants.”
From Guild of Residential Landlords
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member benefits
Every month we seem to have more companies contacting us wanting to work to improve our services to
members—thank you to all of you.
Each month look in the following list for any company which is slightly larger print than the rest and shaded
behind the text. This will mean the company is new to working with the CRLA.
I would appreciate your comments on how easy this is to work with.
Ruth Clarke
Accountancy Services and Tax Advice—FREE
INITIAL ADVICE
John Savage Accountancy
Tel: John on 01872 271947
Email: johnsavage@total-accounting.co.uk
Building Supplies
B&Q DISCOUNTS through Tradepoint
Remember to use your Tradepoint Card whenever you
visit a B&Q store (even if you use the 'ordinary' cash
desk and not a Tradepoint designated till.)
If you do not have a CRLA B&Q Tradepoint card
please email Ruth Clarke and give her permission to
send your details.
Travis Perkins
Quote Card Number A17132
Account Number RR6792
This is a cash account so you will still need to pay for
goods at the time of ordering/collection
Cleaning and Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Audreys Home Help
Tel: 07522 573132
Email: audreyshomehelp@outlook.com
Taylor Maids Cornwall
Tel: Louise on 07460575391
Email: Taylormaidscornwall@gmail.com
Luxe Holiday Housekeepers
Tel: 07482366173
Email: luxeholidayservices@gmail.com
Counselling—DISCOUNTS
Just Be Yourself
Tel: Bhavna on 07946 423 787
Email:puretherapy1@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.counselling-directory.org.uk/counsellors/
bhavna-raithatha/
Professional counselling from a highly qualified,
experienced and accredited counsellor based in
Newquay. I provide both telephone and face to face
counselling for any issue ranging from anxiety and
depression, to relationship issues and abuse. Please see
my listing for more details: http://www.counsellingdirectory.org.uk/counsellors/bhavna-raithatha
Immediate appointments available. 10% discount for
CRLA members and family.

CRAFT LESSONS—DISCOUNT
St Ives Craft Centre
Quote your membership number to get the following:
2 hour sessions in Pottery or Painting to members at
£60 each, or as a group of 3 or more £48 per student
this will include, - all tools, materials & refreshments
there is free parking outside
Debt Collection—DISCOUNTS
COLLECTaDEBTpro.com
Tel: 0845 218 5225
Email: sales@collectadebtpro.com
Online, set fee debt recovery solution which includes
intelligent multimedia strategies, investigations, trace
and litigation if required. You only pay our low set
price per account (no other costs or commissions are
charged) and most clients actually receive our services
for FREE. The CRLA have negotiated a preferential
members discount of 25% on all packages. Please use
the discount code “CRLA25” when instructing us via
our online portal at www.collectadebtpro.com.
Electrician—DISCOUNTS
Guy Foreman Electrics
Tel: Guy on 01326 241773 or 07736308299
Email: guyforeman.sparky@btinternet.com
All electrical services including installation testing and
PAT testing
Energy Performance Certificates/Room
Legionella—DISCOUNTS
EPC Cornwall
Tel: 07779120004
Email: epccornwall@btinternet.com
15% discount for CRLA members

Plans/

Fire Safety
Jeff Hick—FREE INITIAL ADVICE
Tel: Jeff on 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com
FireCrest—PREFERENTIAL RATES
Tel: 01209 831417
or website www.extinguisher.com
(Please note this is NOT a discount from FireCrest)
Gardening
TREMAIN GARDEN DESIGN
Established since 1997
Consultation, Design, Planting, Project Management.
Blank canvas design to general Garden restyling and
improvements
Gardeners Questions service
07817417998
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member benefits
10% Discount to CRLA Members for Consultancy Fees
AND for Design Fees

Contact Name: Casey-Lee Gordon, Lettings Manager
Website is www.millerson.com

Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members

MOULD AND CONDENSATION PROBLEMS—
DISCOUNTS
Envirovent
Contact Charlie Bisby
Tel: 0845 2727 807
Email: cbisby@envirovent.com
Solutions to mould and condensation.
20% discount to CRLA members, larger discounts
available for large portfolios

Landlord Insurance—ADVANTAGEOUS RATES
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Tel: 01926 405040 OR 01926 405882
Alan Boswell Group
Tel: 01603 216399
Email: landlordenquiries@alanboswell.com
Legal Assistance—FREE INITIAL ADVICE
Coodes
Tel: 01872 246200
Email: crla@coodes.co.uk
Legionella Risk Assessment—DISCOUNTS
Cornish Energy
Tel: James on 01326 563 910
Email: jamestyas@btinternet.com
Letting Agent and Property Management—
DISCOUNTS
Cornwall Homeseekers Ltd
Tel: 01872 262288
Email: rentals@cornwallhomeseekers.co.uk
2% Discount off Management Fees for CRLA Members
Millerson Lettings
Offer for CRLA Members—all new landlords a full
management service of 5% plus VAT (discounted from
10%). Offices throughout Cornwall
Launceston
01566 779810
northcornwalllettings@millerson.com
Contact Name: Nikki Miles, Lettings Manager
Liskeard
01579 344401
lettingsliskeard@millerson.com
Contact Name: Sharon Smith, Lettings Negotiator
St Austell
01726 72236
centralsoutheastlettings@millerson.com
Contact Name: Martin Richards, Lettings Manager
Perranporth
01872 573700
perranporthnorthcoastlettings@millerson.com
Contact Name: Claire Brand, Lettings negotiator
Redruth
01209 310970
midcornwalllettings@millerson.com
Contact Name: Jason Smith, Lettings Manager
Penzance
01736 351303
westcornwalllettings@millerson.com

Paint—DISCOUNTS
Leyland Paints
The Store can be found on The Treliske Industrial
Estate, Truro
Rent Books—DISCOUNTS
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
95p each, plus postage
Safety Log Books—FREE
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
Tax Investigation Insurance Cover- FREE Through
Bateman
THIS IS INCLUDED IN YOUR MEMBERSHIP
FEE
Policy documentation can be found on the CRLA
website in the Members Area under the menu item
Information Sheets for Landlords or contact Ruth
Clarke for assistance
Tenant Finding—DISCOUNTS On Online Services
Rented! www.Rentedonline.co.uk
and
Rentify www.rentify.com
Tenant Referencing—ASSISTANCE
Contact Ruth Clarke
Tel: 01872 554498 (mobile 07984 250129)
Email: ruthclarkemail@aol.com
TRAGO Stores – DISCOUNTS
Remember to use your Trago2Business Card whenever
you visit a Trago store for 15% discounts on most items.
If you do not have a Trago2Business card please
email sales@trago2business co.uk or ‘phone 01579
321331 stating your name and CRLA membership
number.
YOGA—DISCOUNTS
The Yoga Hut, Berkeley Vale, Falmouth.
Tel: 07769 803806
email: yogahut@btinternet.com
web: yogahut.net
(Continued on page 20)
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member benefits
10% discount for CRLA members

Please check the CRLA website for other
companies wishing to work with the CRLA
NB: Not all companies listed on the CRLA
website Trade Directory offer member benefits.
If you have a helpful supplier or efficient professional
why not suggest to them that they could potentially
increase their business by offering discounts to CRLA

members. Give them Ruth Clarke’s contact details.

If you would like to see your company
included in this listing please contact
Ruth Clarke.
Tel: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

luton landlord slapped with £70k fine
A landlord from Luton has been handed a huge £70,000
fine and also ordered to pay costs after a string of fire
safety offences were found at a property under his
ownership.
The magistrates court was told that the HMO,
belonging to Alyas Hussain, was overcrowded and
tenants’ lives had been put at risk through a lack of fire
doors, automatic fire detection and heat detection,
obstructions to stairs and exits in the event of fire.
It also materialised that there were unfinished electrical
works throughout the property which left bare wires
hanging from ceilings and out of walls.
Bathrooms were in a terrible state of disrepair, ceilings
were damaged and the gas meter had to be shut down
due to a leak and the electrical meter had been
tampered with.
In sentencing, the chair of the Magistrates Court said:
“It is clear to us that these offences are motivated by
profit without any recourse to regulations or court

processes.
“The defendant has two properties not subject to
mortgage and received rent from the HMO in excess of
£19,000.”
Cllr Tom Shaw, portfolio holder for housing, said: “We
will not tolerate landlords who rent properties which
fail to meet standards. The council has a commitment
to ensure that private landlords in Luton do not take
financial advantage of vulnerable tenants and put their
lives at risk.
“We will not hesitate to prosecute landlords who show
a disregard for the law and their responsibilities
towards occupants.
“At the start of 2018 this conviction sends out a really
strong message to landlords: in every sense of the
expression ‘Get your house in order’ or we will be on
to you.”
From Fire Industry Association

hartlepool man sentenced for unregistered gas work
A self-employed handyman has been sentenced today
for undertaking gas work which put the life of a
homeowner at significant risk.
Teesside Magistrates’ Court heard that, on 16 May
2014, Paul Joseph Vokes, trading as Paul’s Handyman
Services, carried out work to replace ridge tiles on the
roof of a property in Coatham Drive, Hartlepool. One
of the tiles incorporated an adaptor so that it could be
connected directly to the flue pipe which ran from the
ground floor to the loft space. The purpose of the flue
was to direct products of combustion, e.g. carbon
monoxide from the gas boiler, directly outside.
An investigation by the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) found that the type of tile vent purchased by Mr
Vokes was neither an adequate or appropriate substitute
for the roof tile it was to replace, and was designed
simply to ventilate the loft space. It did not incorporate
an adaptor and was therefore not suitable to flue
products of combustion.

The investigation also found that Mr Vokes was not
competent to carry out work on flues or any gas
fittings, nor was he registered with Gas Safe Register.
His work fell well short of the expected standards when
dealing with flues for gas appliances, therefore putting
the homeowner at risk of serious harm or even death.
Paul Joseph Vokes of Cresswell Drive, Hartlepool
pleaded guilty to breaching Section 3(2) of the Health
and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974. He was given a
custodial sentence of 18 weeks, and was ordered to pay
£3,000 costs and a compensation payment of £1,470.
Speaking after the hearing, HSE inspector Jonathan
Wills said “Mr Vokes targeted an elderly lady in order
to profit financially, with a flagrant disregard for the
law. Had the work been carried out properly by
someone competent to do so, then the homeowner’s life
would not have been put at risk”.
From Health and Safety Executive
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unlicensed hmo landlord fined for failing to take fire
safety precautions
A house rented to seven students had inadequate fire
doors and a broken smoke alarm, the magistrates court
in Reading, Berkshire was told.
In addition, the landlord had not registered the property
as a house of multiple occupation with the local
authority, in contravention of licencing regulations.
Following an inspection by Reading Borough Council’s
private sector housing team, Mr Mohammed Nazir
pleaded guilty to offences in contravention of the
Housing Act 2004 and the Management of Houses in
Multiple Occupation (England) Regulations 2006.
As well as being responsible for unlicensed premises,
Mr Nazir was fined and ordered to pay costs totalling
£2500 for:

•

Fire doors without smoke seals, intumescent strips
and self-closers
• Internal doors having disconnected self-closers
• A smoke detector not maintained in good order
Reading’s lead council member for housing, John
Ennis, said, “It is simply not acceptable for landlords of
HMOs to flout regulations when it comes to the safety
of their tenants.
“I am glad that our housing team, with the support of
our lawyers, are there to take action against the minority
of landlords who fail to put in the required safety
precautions.”
From Reading Borough Council

hmo landlord fined for 32 offences at wolverhampton
flats
A landlord from Wolverhampton has been handed a
£34k fine for breaching a number of housing rules,
including regarding fire safety, at an HMO under his
ownership.
Fire hazards, electrical issues, damp and a large pile of
waste were all found at the property when council
inspectors visited in June.
That inspection followed confirmation that no approval
had been sought for the conversion of the property to
flats, therefore confirming it was a HMO and should be
regulated under the HMO regulations.
The property consisted of two sets of flats - 11 flats in
total of which seven were being lived in.
District Judge Murray said: "It was clear that the
property was a high fire risk and that candles were
being used at the property which also had loose wiring.
"The fact that one of the walls was separating from the
structure leaving a gap, together with the blocked means
of escape, missing banisters, an inoperative fire alarm

system and disconnected smoke detectors created a risk
of smoke penetration and injury in the event of a fire.
"Apart from the fire risk the damp throughout the
property posed a risk to health.”
Councillor Peter Bilson, deputy leader and cabinet
member for city assets and housing, said: “We are
determined to bring to task landlords who are not
complying with housing laws and building regulations.
“Our residents’ health and wellbeing is of paramount
importance to us and this case should act as a lesson to
all landlords in the private sector.
“Thankfully,
the
majority of
landlords in
Wolverhampton abide by the rules and regulations and
co-operate with the council.
“The council takes very seriously its commitment to
monitoring the private housing sector and we will
continue to do so to ensure tenants’ living standards are
of the highest quality.”
From Express and Star

contractor fined after gas explosion at domestic
property
A contractor has been fined after a gas explosion at a
domestic property in Lesmahagow.
Lanark Sheriff Court heard that, on 22 March 2007,
Turriff Contractors Limited had been contracted to
construct and install a gas main on a street in
Lesmahagow.
The court also heard that, on 25 March 2012, the gas
main Turriff constructed and installed failed and caused
extensive damage to a bungalow on the street, the two
occupants of the bungalow escaped with minor injuries.
An investigation by the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) found the cause of the explosion was due to the
poor construction of the gas main in 2007, the company
also failed to adequately supervise the construction and
installation of this gas main.
It was found that the gas main was constructed near to a
low voltage electrical cable which later short circuited

and the heat generated from this caused the release of
natural gas subsequently leading to the gas explosion.
Turriff Contractors Limited, of Stepps, Glasgow,
pleaded guilty to breaching Sections 3(1) and 33(1)(a)
of the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 and has
been fined £80,000.
Speaking after the hearing HSE head of gas and
pipelines Julie Voce said: “It was very fortunate the two
residents escaped this life-threatening incident with
minor injuries.
“Duty holders must construct and install all gas
pipelines to the required standard. In this case Turriff
Contractors failed to do so and we hope that lessons
have been learned to avoid similar events occurring in
the future.”
From Health and Safety Executive
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contact details
Your Directors
Ruth Clarke (Chairman and Facilitator) (Tenant Reference List) (Insurance)
(01872) 554498
(Mobile: 07984 250129)
crlawp@gmail.com
Anne Ball

07971 785092
Anne@dba.estate

Claire Taylor

(01326) 313785
ctninebar@aol.com

Annett Osborne

(01872) 865586
nettles@wandt.eclipse.co.uk

Bill Jenkin

(01736) 711738.
w100wgj@gmail.com

John Savage (Accountant)
(01872) 271947
CALL JOHN FOR FREE INITIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND TAX ADVICE
john@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
www.johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Gareth White of Coodes (Solicitor)
CALL PAULA FOR FREE INITIAL LEGAL ADVICE

(01872) 246200
crla@coodes.co.uk

Ann Spary

(01726) 882077

Graham Blackler

(01872) 530651

Consultant

Jeff Hick (Fire Safety Advisor)
CALL JEFF FOR FREE INITIAL FIRE SAFETY ADVICE

Cornwall Residential Landlords Association
Registered Office:
Rohirrim
Penhallow
Truro
Cornwall TR4 9NB
Company Number: 5363025
Website: www.crla.org.uk
All Enquiries: 01872 554498
or
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

(01872) 277256
(Mobile: 07815 854691)
jeffhick@hotmail.com
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diary dates
Tuesday 6 March 2018

General Meeting, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker:
Ben Marsh of Energy Performance Services re EPC requirements and Adam Starr re
Equity Release on Buy To Let Properties

Wednesday 28th March 2018 Half Day Course Setting Up A New Tenancy, Coodes offices in Truro 10am—1pm
Wednesday 28th March 2018 Half Day Course Gaining Possession Of Your Property, Coodes offices in Truro
2pm—5pm
Thursday 12 April 2018

Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop, Mithian 10am

Tuesday 8 May 2018

General Meeting, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker:
From DWP re Universal Credit and Ian Halton from NAPIT on Electrical Safety

Thursday 14 June 2018

Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop, Mithian 10am

Tuesday 3 July 2018

General Meeting, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker:
Joe Roberts from Cornwall Council Private Sector Housing re HHSRS and Steve Cox
from Alan Boswell Insurance

Tuesday 4 September 2018
Tuesday 4 September 2018

General Meeting, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker:
TBC
Annual General Meeting of the CRLA to follow on from above meeting

Thursday 11 October 2018

Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop, Mithian 10am

Tuesday 6 November 2018

General Meeting, Trelawney Room New County Hall, Truro 4:30 for 5pm. Speaker:
From Coodes with legal update

Thursday 13 December 2018 Meeting of the Directors, Glen Carne Supported Housing, Barkla Shop, Mithian 10am

Please contact Ruth Clarke with ideas of topics you would like
covered in future meetings

All contributions for the next CRLA Newsletter should be
emailed to
crlawp@gmail.com
BY the 17th March
All rights in and relating to this publication are expressly reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any
form or by any means without written permission from the CRLA. The views
expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the CRLA and readers should

seek the guidance of a suitably qualified professional before taking any action or
entering into any agreement or documentation generally in reliance upon the
information contained in this publication. Whilst the publishers have taken every care
in compiling this publication to ensure accuracy at the time of going to press, they do
not accept liability or responsibility for errors or omissions therein however caused.

